
Crowns and bridges
Crowns and bridges are a fixed solution to missing or damaged
teeth. They use artificial devices to repair damaged, weakened,
discoloured or missing teeth. Dentists are most likely to use a crown
when the tooth structure is damaged or fractured, while a bridge is
typically used when one or more teeth are missing.
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HoHow is a crw is a croown fittwn fitted?ed?
Your dentist will file down the existing tooth
and reshape it into a suitable size. Any
decay will be removed and tooth structure
restored to support the crown. The crown
fits like a cap over the newly shaped tooth
your dentist cements into position.

WWhahat is a bridget is a bridge??
A bridge is a prosthetic appliance that
replaces missing teeth. Bridges are usually
made of porcelain that has been fused to
metal in order to achieve both strength and
a natural look.

HoHow is a bridge fittw is a bridge fitted?ed?
A bridge consists of false teeth rigidly
attached between two crowns. The teeth on
either side of the gap are prepared for these
crowns and the bridge is cemented into
place. In some cases, it may be possible to
use implants to replace the missing teeth
instead of using the existing teeth. Once a
bridge is cemented into position, it’s likely
to look and work just like natural teeth.

WWhen is a crhen is a croown or bridge rwn or bridge requirequired?ed?
Crowns and bridges are used to repair a
number of different dental problems. A
crown can be used when:

● a tooth is fractured, damaged or

misshapen

● too much decay has weakened a tooth

● a tooth is severely discoloured

● a dental bridge needs an anchor

A bridge is used to replace a missing tooth
or teeth. It’s also a possible solution when
dentures are unstable or uncomfortable.

To find out if you’re a suitable candidate for
a crown or bridge, you’ll need to speak with
your dentist.

CrCroown and bridge carwn and bridge caree
Once fitted, it’s important to maintain a
regular and effective oral hygiene routine.
Brush twice a day and floss daily, taking
extra care to floss around your crown. This
will help avoid decay where the crown and
the tooth join. Whether you have a crown or
bridge, it’s important to regularly visit your
dentist for a check-up and clean. This way,
problems can be detected early, increasing
the odds your dentist can help correct
issues before they become painful or
expensive.

*Any surgical or invasive procedure carries risks. Before

proceeding, you should seek a second opinion from an

appropriately qualified health practitioner.

Durability of a crown or bridge
depends on maintaining an
effective oral hygiene routine.
Generally, your crown or bridge
can last 7-15 years, though longer
periods are possible.

What is a crown?
It’s basically a manufactured tooth, often made from porcelain or

ceramic, which can be colour and texture matched to your existing

teeth. A crown can also be made of metal alloys for improved

strength when replacing a back tooth. Often a metal crown will have

porcelain bonded to the exterior to give it strength and a more

natural look.
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